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Scientific and Statistical Database Management: 23rd International Conference, SSDBM 2011Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Scientific
	and Statistical Database Management held in Portland, Oregon, where it celebrated
	its 30th birthday. The first incarnation of SSDBM (then called the Workshop
	on Statistical Database Management) took place in Menlo Park, California,
	in December 1981. Since...
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Visual Basic(r).NET: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Master this massive programming language upgrade that raises Visual Basic functionality to the level of the .NET platform. Coverage includes all core topics—plus security, debugging, and helpful information on migrating existing Visual Basic projects to Visual Basic.NET.

Before I introduce the chapters I want to tell you what this...
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Pro SharePoint 2013 Branding and Responsive Web Development (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Pro SharePoint 2013 Branding and Responsive Web Development is the definitive reference on the technologies, tools, and techniques needed for building responsive websites and applications with SharePoint 2013.  The book focuses on solutions that provide the best browser experience for the myriad of devices,...
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Molecular Diagnosis of Cancer: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	We are currently experiencing a fundamental shift in the way in which we approach the characterization of cancer. Never before has the make up of cancer tissues and individual cells been so exhaustively researched and char- terized. We are now capable of producing molecular “fingerprints” that ch- acterize the expression of all...
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Mathematics of Digital Images: Creation, Compression, Restoration, RecognitionCambridge University Press, 2006
"Recognition explains the mathematics needed to carry out various aspects of digital imaging through examples, exercises with solutions, pseudocode and sample calculations on images.  Suitable for a course or tutorial."
Spectra

"This book explains the mathematics needed to understand and carry out these components in...
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Liability-Driven Investment: From Analogue to Digital, Pensions to Robo-Advice (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		Understand the investment template that dominates the pension industry

	
		Liability-Driven Investment is the practitioner’s guide to this increasingly popular investment template. Already the dominant framework for pension schemes in Europe and the UK, the LDI market is expected to grow significantly...
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Domain-Specific Modeling: Enabling Full Code GenerationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) is the latest approach to software development, promising to greatly increase the speed and ease of software creation. Early adopters of DSM have been enjoying productivity increases of 500–1000% in production for over a decade. This book introduces DSM and offers examples from various fields to illustrate to...
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Change Your Life in Seven Days: The World's Leading Hypnotist Shows You HowHarmony, 2005

	Most people can think of a time when their lives changed in just a few moments. Over the next seven days, you will experience dozens of those moments, and the resulting changes in your life will positively affect your happiness, success, and well-being for years to come.

	

	Paul McKenna has helped millions of people to quit...
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Expert Service-Oriented Architecture in C# 2005, Second EditionApress, 2006
Expert Service-Oriented Architecture in C# 2005, Second Edition will immerse you in updated code and reference material specifically architected for Visual Studio 2005 and Web Services Enhancements (WSE) 3.0. With this book, you can get a head start on building SOA applications using the clear, conceptual discussions and practical...
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Trans Vitalities: Mapping Ethnographies of Trans Social and Political Coalitions (Theorizing Ethnography)Routledge, 2020

	
		This book applies a framework of ‘trans vitalities’ through an ethnographically-anchored exploration of trans coalitional labor and activism in Washington, DC. Specifically, it considers how trans social justice work at the local level exemplifies why and how the notions of ‘trans community’ or ‘trans...
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Flow-Based Programming: A New Approach to Application DevelopmentVan Nostrand Reinhold, 1994
Imagine that you have a large and complex application running in your shop, and you discover that you need what looks like fairly complex changes made to it in a hurry. You consult your programmers and they tell you that the changes will probably take several months, but they will take a look. A meeting is called of all the people involved - not...
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Management of Cardiac Arrhythmias (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	During the past decade there have been enormous advances in the management of

	patients with cardiac arrhythmias. Catheter ablation has become a first-line therapy for

	a growing number of supraventricular tachyarrhythmias and idiopathic ventricular

	tachycardia. Frequently performed on an outpatient basis, radiofrequency catheter...
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